
ATOMIZED METAL INSTRUCTIONS
Dear Customer:

Thank You for your request for the ACRAGLAS GEL Atomized Aluminum and Atomized Steel
Test Pak. We are delighted that you want to try these. They will add some very special and unique
characteristics to the already excellent properties of ACRAGLAS GEL that we hope you will find
useful in your particular application.

ATOMIZED ALUMINUM

Atomized aluminum can be added to the new ACRAGLAS GEL at ratios ranging by volume from
1 part atomized aluminum to 4 parts ACRAGLAS GEL, up to a 1-to-1 mixed ratio. The 1:1 ratio
gives fine malleability with subsequent improved flexibility...easily machinable, can be drilled,
shaped or tapped...increase in impact resistance, suggesting duplex bedding with aluminum in
recoil areas, regular ACRAGLAS® or ACRAGLAS GEL for balance of the job...can be burnished or
polished to bright aluminum finish.

ATOMIZED STEEL

Atomized steel can be added to the new ACRAGLAS GEL at ratios ranging by volume from 1
part atomized steel to 4 parts ACRAGLAS GEL up to a 1-to-1 mixed ratio. Adding atomized steel
particles offers a 10% increase in both tensile and compression strength should you have certain
jobs where this characteristic is required. When steel is used, the finished product is less machin-
able, heavier, has dull-blackish finish that does not polish well and requires metal working tools
when trimming or shaping.

ADDING AND MIXING INSTRUCTIONS

1) Read and understand the basic ACRAGLAS GEL Instructions accompanying your kit.
2) Mix the amount of ACRAGLAS GEL Resin and ACRAGLAS GEL Hardener on a 1:1 basis that

you need to do the project at hand in the mixing container supplied.
3) Stir the Resin and Hardener until the ACRAGLAS GEL is an even color and smooth texture.

This generally takes about 2 minutes at 70-75° room temperature; longer at cooler tempera-
tures.

4) Add the amount of atomized aluminum or atomized steel to the ACRAGLAS GEL to get the
properties you want from the final mix. As discussed in the Product Information above, you can
add from 1 part atomized metal to 4 parts mixed ACRAGLAS GEL up to a 1-to-1 mixed ratio.
The more metal you add, the stiffer the mixture becomes, and the more difficult it is to “work”.
For an initial mix, we suggest you add 1 part atomized metal equal to the amount of ACRA-

GLAS GEL Hardener that you measured. This will give you a mixture of 1 part atomized metal
to 2 parts mixed ACRAGLAS GEL.

5) Stir thoroughly until the atomized metal is completely and smoothly blended into the ACRA-

GLAS GEL.
6) At this point you can add additional atomized metal if desired. (See the Product Information

section above.) As more metal is added, the mixture becomes rather stiff, and requires careful
handling to be sure that, when applied, it makes full contact with all surfaces. (We do not rec-
ommend an atomized metal-to-ACRAGLAS GEL ratio of more than 1:1.)
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